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P

hoton-mediated interactions between quantum emitters are an important building
block of quantum information systems,
enabling entanglement generation and
quantum logic operations involving both
stationary qubits and photons (1, 2). Progress
in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) with
trapped atoms and ions (3), superconducting
qubits (4), and self-assembled quantum dots (5)
has created possibilities for engineering such interactions. In particular, coherent multi-qubit
interactions mediated via a cavity have been demonstrated in the microwave domain using circuit
QED (6). Extending such interactions to the
optical domain could enable key protocols in
long-distance quantum communication (1, 7).
This goal is challenging owing to the difficulty
of achieving strong cavity coupling and individual control of multiple resonant quantum emitters. Recently, cavity-modified collective scattering
has been observed in two-ion (8) and two-atom
(9) systems. Signatures of cavity-mediated interactions between quantum dots have also been
reported (10, 11). However, the realization of controlled, coherent optical interactions between
solid-state emitters is difficult because of inhomogeneous broadening and decoherence introduced by the solid-state environment (5, 11).
We realize controllable optically mediated interactions between negatively charged siliconvacancy (SiV) color centers coupled to a diamond
photonic crystal cavity (Fig. 1A) (12). SiV centers
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in diamond are atom-like quantum emitters featuring nearly lifetime-limited optical linewidths
with low inhomogeneous broadening, both in
bulk (13) and in nanostructures (14). We integrate SiV centers into devices consisting of a onedimensional diamond waveguide with an array
of holes defining a photonic crystal cavity with
quality factor Q ~ 104 and simulated mode volume V ~ 0.5[l/(n = 2.4)]3 (Fig. 1B) (15). SiV centers
are positioned at a single spot in these devices
with 40-nm precision by targeted implantation using a focused beam of 29Si ions, yielding
around five SiV centers per device (12). The
diamond waveguide is tapered and adiabatically
coupled to a tapered single-mode fiber, enabling
collection efficiencies from the waveguide into
the fiber of more than 90% (15). These devices
are placed in a dilution refrigerator with an integrated confocal microscope (16). At 85 mK, SiV
centers are completely polarized into the orbital
ground state (17). Here, we use optical transitions
between the lowest-energy orbital states in the
electronic ground and excited states. The SiV
electronic spin degeneracy is lifted by applying
a magnetic field up to 10 kG (17, 18). The cavity
resonance frequency wc is tuned using gas condensation (16).
The coupling between SiV centers and the
cavity is characterized by scanning the frequency
of a laser incident on one side of the device from
free space while monitoring the transmitted
intensity in the collection fiber. The resulting
transmission spectrum (Fig. 1C) reveals strong
modulation of the cavity response resulting
from the coupling of spectrally resolved SiV
centers to the cavity mode. For instance, two
SiV centers near the cavity resonance each result in almost-full extinction of the transmission
through the cavity (Fig. 1C, lower spectrum) (19).
By contrast, when the cavity is detuned from the
SiV by several cavity linewidths (k), the spectrum
shows a narrow peak near each SiV frequency
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Photon-mediated interactions between quantum systems are essential for realizing quantum
networks and scalable quantum information processing. We demonstrate such interactions
between pairs of silicon-vacancy (SiV) color centers coupled to a diamond nanophotonic cavity.
When the optical transitions of the two color centers are tuned into resonance, the coupling
to the common cavity mode results in a coherent interaction between them, leading to
spectrally resolved superradiant and subradiant states. We use the electronic spin degrees
of freedom of the SiV centers to control these optically mediated interactions. Such controlled
interactions will be crucial in developing cavity-mediated quantum gates between spin qubits
and for realizing scalable quantum network nodes.

(Fig. 1D), corresponding to an atom-like dressed
state of the SiV-cavity system with high transmission (6). The resonance linewidth (G) changes
by more than an order of magnitude depending
on the SiV-cavity detuning (D = wc − wSiV). This
can be understood through Purcell enhancement,
2
which predicts GðDÞ≈g þ 4gk 1þ4D12 =k2 where g is
the single-photon Rabi frequency, k is the cavity
energy decay rate, and g is twice the decoherence
rate due to free-space spontaneous emission and
spectral diffusion. For the strongest-coupled SiV
in the device used in Fig. 1, linewidths range
from G(0) = 2p × 4.6 GHz on resonance to G(7k) =
2p × 0.19 GHz ≈ g when the cavity is far detuned.
The measured G(0) corresponds to an estimated
lifetime of 35 ps compared to the natural SiV
lifetime of 1.8 ns (12). These measurements give
cavity QED parameters {g, k, g} = 2p × {7.3, 48,
0.19} GHz, corresponding to a cooperativity (the
key cavity-QED figure of merit) C = 4g2/kg ~ 23
(16). This order-of-magnitude improvement in
SiV-cavity cooperativity over previous work (12, 20)
primarily results from the decreased cavity mode
volume (15).
As is evident from Fig. 1C, SiV centers are
subject to inhomogeneous broadening, resulting predominantly from strain within the device
(14, 21). This broadening is smaller than that
of other solid-state emitters compared to their
lifetime-limited linewidths (5, 10, 11). Indeed,
the frequencies of some SiV centers within the
same devices are nearly identical. We study
the cavity-mediated interaction between a pair
(SiV 1 and SiV 2 in Fig. 1) of such nearly-resonant
SiV centers (SiV-SiV detuning d = 2p × 0.6 GHz)
coupled to the cavity in the dispersive regime,
that is, with large SiV-cavity detuning (D = 2p ×
79 GHz > k, Fig. 2A). To identify resonances
associated with individual SiV centers, we selectively ionize either SiV into an optically inactive
charge state by applying a resonant laser at powers
orders of magnitude higher than those used to
probe the system (16). This allows measurement
of each of the SiV centers’ spectra individually,
with the other parameters (such as D) fixed (Fig.
2A, gray data).
When both SiV centers are in the optically active charge state, the splitting between the resonances increases. The new resonances (Fig. 2A ,
black data) also display different amplitudes compared with the single-SiV resonances and are
labeled as bright ðjSiÞ and dark ðjDiÞ states. The
linewidths of jSi ðjDiÞ are also enhanced (suppressed) compared to those of the individual
SiV centers (Fig. 2B , inset). At a cavity detuning of the opposite sign (D = 2p × −55 GHz), the
sign of the energy splitting dSD between jSi and
jDi is reversed (Fig. 2B) . The observation that D
affects dSD indicates that this effect arises from
the cavity.
To understand these observations, we describe
the system of two SiV centers coupled to a cavity
mode using the Hamiltonian (6, 22):
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(Fig. 3B, red curve). When the spin is in j↑i,
single photons at frequency w↑ are transmitted
via the SiV-like dressed state (blue curve) for a
time (12 ms) determined by the cyclicity of the
transition (17). The distribution of photon counts
detected in a 7-ms window when the spin is
initialized in j↓i (red) versus j↑i (blue) (Fig. 3C)
is well-resolved, allowing the spin state to be
determined in a single shot with 97% fidelity (16).

A

We also perform this experiment in the resonantcavity regime and observe spin-dependent transmission switching with 80% contrast (16).
The combination of spin control, highcooperativity coupling, and a small inhomogeneous distribution of SiVs enables controllable
optically mediated interactions between multiple SiV centers. We focus on two SiV centers
(SiV 1 and SiV 2 in Fig. 1) in the dispersive
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Fig. 1. High cooperativity SiV-photon interface. (A) Schematic of a diamond nanocavity
containing two SiV centers. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a nanocavity. (C) Transmission
spectrum of the coupled SiV-cavity system (blue). The broad Lorentzian response of an empty
cavity (dashed) is modulated by cavity-coupled SiVs. Near the cavity resonance (lower panel), two
SiVs each result in greater than 95% extinction in transmission and are broadened by the Purcell
effect [G(D = 0) = 2p × 4.6 GHz]. (D) In the dispersive regime (D = 2p × 79 GHz ~ 2k), SiVs appear
as narrow peaks in transmission [G(D = 2p × 0.5 GHz]. The solid lines in (D) and the lower panel
of (C) are fits to a model (16).
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Fig. 2. Cavity mediated SiV-SiV interactions. (A) Transmission spectrum of two nearly resonant
SiVs (d = 2p × 0.56 GHz) at cavity detuning (D = 2p × 79 GHz). When both SiVs are coupled to the
cavity, superradiant (bright) jSi and subradiant (dark) jDi states are formed (black). Spectra of
noninteracting SiVs are shown in gray. (B) Transmission spectrum of the same SiVs at D = 2p ×
−55 GHz and d = 2p × 2 GHz. Inset: ratio of jSi (red) and jDi (blue) state linewidths to the single-SiV
linewidth at (D = 2p × 79 GHz) as a function of dSD.The resonance frequencies of these SiVs slowly drift as
a result of spectral diffusion (14), allowing us to measure the linewidths of jSi and jDi at different dSD.
The gray dashed line and shaded region are the average and standard deviation of the single-SiV
linewidths.The dotted line corresponds to the SiV linewidth g without Purcell enhancement, demonstrating
that jDi at minimum dSD is almost completely decoupled from the cavity. Solid lines in (A) and (B) are
predictions based on independently-measured SiV parameters (16). (C) Energy diagram of two SiV
centers coupled to a cavity mode. Interaction via exchange of cavity photons at rate J = g2/D leads to
collective jSi and jDi eigenstates (D).
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where wi is the frequency of the ith SiV center
^ and s
^ i are the cavity photon annihilation
and a
and ith SiV center’s electronic state lowering oper^ is modified
ators. Coherent evolution under H
by cavity (k) and SiV (g) decay and decoherence
^ yields an effec(16). In the dispersive regime, H
tive Hamiltonian for two resonant (d = 0) SiV
^ eff =ℏ ¼ Jð^
^†1 s
^2† þ s
^ 2 Þ where
s1s
centers (6, 22): H
2
J ¼ gD (in our system, g1 ≈ g2 ≡ g). Thus, the two
SiV centers undergo a flip-flop interaction at
rate J mediated by the exchange of cavity photons (Fig. 2C) . This interaction hybridizes the
two SiV centers, forming collective eigenstates from
the SiV ground jgi and excited jei states which,
forpdﬃﬃﬃ = 0, are jSi ¼ p1ﬃﬃ2 ðjegi þ jgeiÞ and jDi ¼
1= 2ðjegi  jgeiÞ and are split by 2J (Fig. 2D)
(6). The symmetric superradiant state
pﬃﬃﬃ jSi has
an enhanced coupling to the cavity of 2g (making
it “bright” in transmission) and an energy shift
of 2J = 2g2/D, whereas the antisymmetric combination jDi is completely decoupled from the
cavity (“dark” in transmission) and has zero
energy shift (6, 11). As d/J increases, jDi becomes visible and the individual SiV eigenstates
are eventually recovered. The energy shift of
state jSi is away from the cavity resonance,
explaining the reversed energy difference dSD
upon changing the sign of D (Fig. 2B) . By comparing the data in Fig. 2 to theory accounting
for finite d (Fig. 2, solid curves), the SiV-SiV
interaction strength J = 2p × 0.6 GHz is extracted. The splitting dSD (which is at least 2J) is
larger than the measured linewidths (for a single
SiV, G(D = 79 GHz) = 2p × 0.4 GHz), allowing
these states to be spectrally resolved.
Next, the SiV center’s long-lived electronic
spin degree of freedom (18) is used to control
the SiV-cavity transmission and two-SiV interaction. We apply a magnetic field to lift the degeneracy of the spin sublevels in the ground
ðspinstates j↑iand j↓iÞ and optically excited ðj↑0 i
and j↓0 iÞ states. The Zeeman shifts are different
for each orbital state and depend on the magnitude and orientation of the field with respect
to the SiV center’s symmetry axis, yielding spectrally distinguishable spin-selective optical transitions at frequencies w↑ and w↓ (Fig. 3A). In
general, the splitting between these frequencies
is maximized for off-axis magnetic fields (18).
Any off-axis magnetic field also prevents the
optical transitions from being perfectly cycling,
allowing the SiV center to be initialized into j↑i
by pumping at w↓ and vice versa (23, 24). Coupling
spin-selective transitions to the cavity mode enables high-contrast spin-dependent modulation
of the cavity transmission (25).
We demonstrate this effect using an SiV center
in the dispersive regime (D ~ 2k). Here, the optical transition linewidth is narrow, allowing us
to resolve these transitions in a 9-kG field wellaligned with the SiV center’s symmetry axis where
the transitions are highly cycling (branching fraction ~1 − 10−4) (17). The spin is initialized in j↓i or
j↑i via optical pumping, and the system is probed
in transmission. When the spin is in j↓i , the
interaction with the probe at w↑ is negligible, and
the probe is reflected by the detuned cavity
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Fig. 3. Cavity-assisted
A
B
C
spin initialization
and readout. (A) Simplified level structure of
the SiV in a magnetic field.
An optical transition at
frequency w↑ (green
arrow) initializes the SiV
spin into j↓i by optical
pumping via a spinflipping transition (dashed
line). (B) Spin-dependent
optical switching in the
dispersive regime. State j↓i is not coupled to the probe at frequency w↑, which is therefore reflected
(red). Initialization into j↑i results in transmission of the probe field (blue). (C) Photon number
distributions for transmission in the dispersive regime for initialization into j↑i (blue) and j↓i (red)
are well-resolved (mean n↑ = 96, n↓ = 16) in a 7-ms window [gray region in (C)], demonstrating
single-shot spin-state readout with 97% fidelity.
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Fig. 4. Deterministic control of photon-mediated interactions via SiV spin states. (A) Energy
diagram of two SiV centers in a magnetic field. The spins can be initialized in j↑1 ij↓2 i with W1 and W2
and probed by sweeping Wp. When W1 (W2) is off, Wp is sufficiently strong to ensure initialization in
j↓1 i ðj↑2 iÞ as it sweeps across the relevant SiV 1 (2) transition. (B) Spin-dependent transmission
spectra at 4.3 kG. Gray: Spectra of single SiVs in the noninteracting combinations of spin states.
Black: Spectrum of two interacting SiVs, demonstrating formation of jSi and jDi. (C) Composite
spectrum of the system at different two-SiV detunings, demonstrating a level crossing characteristic
of noninteracting systems. The solid lines are the fitted single-SiV energies of j↑01 ij↑2 i and j↓1 ij↓02 i
as a function of magnetic field. (D) An avoided crossing is visible in cavity transmission when
the spins are prepared in the interacting state j↑1 ij↓2 i. (E) Predicted spectrum. The red and blue
lines in (D) and (E) are predicted energies of jSi and jDi (16).

regime (D = 2p × 109 GHz) with {g1 ≈ g2, k, g1 ≈
g2} = 2p × {7.3, 39, 0.5} GHz (C ≈ 11) and an
initial two-SiV detuning d = 2p × 5 GHz (16). We
sweep the magnitude of a magnetic field oriented
almost orthogonal to the SiV symmetry axis and
tune transitions j↑1 i→j↑01 i and j↓2 i→j↓02 i (which
have opposite Zeeman shifts) in and out of resonance (Fig. 4A). At each magnetic field, a continuous field W1 or W2 is used to optically pump
either SiV 1 or SiV 2 into the spin state resonant
with a weak probe field Wp measuring the transmission spectrum of the system, thus enabling
control measurements where only one spin is
addressed by Wp at a time (Fig. 4B, gray). The
single-spin transmission spectra at each field
Evans et al., Science 362, 662–665 (2018)

are summed to form a composite spectrum of
the two-SiV system (Fig. 4C), which displays an
energy level crossing of the two SiV transitions
characteristic of noninteracting systems.
Measurements were then made in the interacting regime by preparing the spins into j↑1 ij↓2 i
by simultaneously applying W1 and W2. The twoSiV transmission spectrum demonstrates the formation of superradiant and subradiant states
(Fig. 4B, black) that exist only for this combination of spin states. Spectra as a function of applied magnetic field (Fig. 4D) demonstrate an
avoided crossing arising from spin-dependent
interactions between the two SiV centers (6).
These experimental observations agree with an
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A
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experiments (Fig. 4), an active preselection sequence is used to stabilize the SiV spectral positions (16). Similar observations were reproduced
in a separate device on the same chip (16).
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robust gates between emitters in distant cavities
(1). To implement these schemes with high fidelity, qubits should be encoded in long-lived electronic spin states. Recent work has demonstrated
that the SiV spin can be used as a long-lived
quantum memory (17) that can be manipulated
with microwave (17, 27) and optical fields (28).
Although the present work relies on magnetic
field tuning of the SiV frequencies, recently developed techniques that include strain (21) or
Raman tuning (12) can be applied to individual
devices, allowing our approach to be extended
to the chip scale. The infidelity associated with
many deterministic cavity-mediated operations
scales as C −1/2 (26) or C −1 (7) and can therefore be
mitigated with improved cooperativity. Although
the cooperativity C ~ 20 achieved here is among
the largest demonstrated in the optical domain,
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(16). Alternatively, the cooperativity could be enhanced by using different quantum emitters, such
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with higher quantum efficiencies (29). Near-unity
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states of light (31), which are useful in, for example, measurement-based quantum computing.
On-chip integration and GHz-level bandwidths
make our system well-suited for exploring potential applications in quantum networking, including the implementation of efficient quantum
repeaters (26) and distributed quantum computing.
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Inducing interactions between quantum emitters
The development of scalable quantum systems will require the ability to control the interactions between the
individual quantum building blocks of the system. Evans et al. used a pair of silicon vacancy centers embedded in a
diamond nanocavity to show that interactions between the quantum emitters can be mediated optically (see the
Perspective by Lodahl). Such optical control provides a speed advantage as well as the potential to develop an
integrated platform for future quantum communication and quantum networking.
Science, this issue p. 662; see also p. 646

